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1 Summary

The landmark data reduction approach in high level image analysis has led to significant progress
to scene recognition via statistical shape analysis (Dryden and Mardia, 1998). While a number
of families of similarity shape densities have proven useful in data analysis, only a few para-
metric models have been considered only recently in the context of projective shape ( Mardia
and Patrangenaru, 2004 ), or affine shape. Shape spaces of interest have the geometric structure
of symmetric spaces: planar similarity shape spaces are complex projective spaces ( Kendall,
1984 ), affine shape spaces are real Grassmann manifolds ( Sparr, 1992), and spaces of planar
projective shapes of configurations of points in general position are products of real projective
spaces ( Mardia and Patrangenaru, 2004 ). Therefore, data driven density estimation of shapes,
regarded as points on symmetric spaces and arising from digitizing landmarks in images, is
necessary. Recently, Pelletier (2004) considered kernel density estimation on “general” Rie-
mannian manifolds; his results however hold only in homogeneous spaces. This is sufficient
for image analysis, since any symmetric space is homogeneous. Pelletier estimators generalize
the density estimators on certain homogeneous spaces introduced by Ruymgaart (1989), by H.
Hendriks, J. H. M. Janssen and Ruymgaart (1993), and by Lee and Ruymgaart (1998). In this
paper, we propose a class of adjusted Pelletier density estimators, on homogeneous spaces, that
converge uniformly and almost surely at the same rate as naive kernel density estimators on
Euclidean spaces.

A concrete example of projective shape density estimation of 6-ads arising from digitized
images of the “actor” data set in Wayne et.al. (2001).

2 Pelletier density estimators on homogeneous spaces

A kernel density estimator of a probability distribution on an arbitrary complete Riemannian
manifold ���	��
� of dimension � was introduced in (Pelletier, 2004). Assume ��� is the geodesic
distance associated with the Riemannian structure 
 and let � denote the Borel ��� field of
�	� Let ������������� denote an underlying probability space and let � be a random object on �	�
and let � be the probability measure on � associated with � � If !"�$#%!&� is the volume element
'
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associated with the invariant Riemannian metric 
 on � and � has a probability density �
w.r.t. the volume measure ��# � Pelletier defines the density estimator ����� � of � as follows: let� �	��
� �

be a nonnegative map with support in �������� s.t.
� ��������� is a density with finite

moments of order ������ Then ����� � is defined by����� � ��� �! �" �# $ %'&)( 
 ��� � (+* ,- �.�/ � � � � �0� �1�
$
�. ��� (1)

where 
 ��� � is the determinant of the metric, and . is the bandwidth.
Equation (1) needs to be used with caution since the coefficients of the Riemannian metric
depend on the choice of a coordinate system around � � therefore. If in addition we assume that
the � �	��
� is homogeneous, then for any pair of indices 2 �43 there is an isometry 5 � � � � �
with 5 �6� $ �� �87 � which insures that �9��� � is a density.
REMARK 2.1. If � is an arbitrary compact Riemannian manifold, one may modify equation
(1) as follows and get a probability density function: for each 2� :� � � � � � " one should consider


$
��� � instead of 
 ��� � , where 


$
is the determinant of g w.r.t. the the log-chart centered at the

observation � $ � The log-chart is the inverse of the exponential map at � $ ( Bhattacharya and
Patrangenaru, 2004). To assess the quality of this estimator we shall consider the mean square
error (MSE)

�<;�= �>� �� @?BA��9��� ���6� � �C� �6� �ED9FG #IH . �J����� � � �>� �LKMA��9��� N �>� � �C���6� ��D9F � (2)

and the mean integrated squared error ( MISE)

�POQ;�=R <SUT �V;!= �6� � ��# �6� ��� (3)

The following result due to Pelletier (2004) extends a result of Ruymgaart(2004):
THEOREM 2.1. If � is of class W F on � and �9��� � is the density estimator in (1) , then �POQ;�=:�XZY � &�[N]\ K .�^ ��� Consequently for .  P_ � " * ,\]`9a � we have �OU;�=R V_ � " * a\J`�a �
3 Density estimation on symmetric spaces

If b is a simply connected compact symmetric space, equipped with a c � invariant measure,
it is known that � factors as a product irreducible symmetric spaces. Therefore any symmet-
ric space b is locally isometric to a direct product b:dfe � � �gehbji of irreducible symmetric
spaces. Assume �k �0� & � � � � �J�ml � is a fixed point on such a product. A vector n tangent to b
at � can be represented as nM �on & � � � � �pnql�� �pnqrtsPuQv�w �xr�y	Hk z� � � � � �p{$� and with these identi-
fications, the exponential map at � is given by =|�}�8v$�on �~ �o=|�}�}v , �on & ��� � � � �p=|�}�}v�� �6nql ��� � Since
exponential maps are easy to compute in irreducible symmetric spaces, for such products, rather
than using caps

X N ��� ��� it is more convenient to use products of caps
X N w �0�gr � in the irreducible

factors ��r ��Ht �� � � � � �p{$� Also, instead of using the density estimator in (1) , we use estimator��9��� ���0� � that is compatible with the decomposition in irreducible factors. If the random sam-
ple is �  � � & � � � � � ��� � � where �

$  � � $ & � � � � ��� $ l�� ��y'2| �� � � � � � " � and �� �0� & � � � � �J�gl�� is an
arbitrary point as above then������ � ��� �� �" �# $ %'&�� lr %'& ( 


$ r �0�gr�� (�* ,- �.�/4wr � � � � w ���gr �1�
$ r �. r ��� (4)

In (4) , ( 

$ r �0�gr � ( is the determinant of the metric tensor of ��r at �!� 
��E� w �gr � and ��r is the dimen-

sion of ��r � For convenience, one may take equal radii . r ��Ht �� � � � � �p{�� The density estimator��9��� ���0� � has the same asymptotic order of error as ����� ���0� � mentioned in Theorem 2.1.
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4 An example of projective shape density estimation

Mardia and Patrangenaru (2004) have shown that the projective shape space ������ , of projective�
–ads with first �jK � points of the k-ad in general position in � � is a manifold diffeomorphic

with a direct product of {  � ��� ��� copies of �	� � � l � Using the projective frame approach
they considered the so called spherical representation of a shape of such a k-ad. When a dis-
tribution on the �
� �� is concentrated, one may simply regard it as a distribution on a product
of { unit spheres ; � � The planar case (m=2), is one relevant in high level image analysis. In
this particular case {  � ���&� Caution should be taken in the selection of landmarks: while
the actual physical landmarks of the scene pictured are in �� � one should select a group of
landmarks that are approximately coplanar.
The “actor” library is a data set of images of an individual who appears in different disguises
in front of a camera. Sixteen such images have been digitized and six approximately coplanar
landmarks ( ends of eyes and lips ) have been used in a planar projective shape density esti-
mation example, using spherical caps (Ruymgaart, 2004) where K is a step function . Figure 1
displays graphs of smoothed histogram estimators of type ����� N for the distribution of spherical
coordinates, of the the two spherical marginals associated with the 6-ads, is given by

�9��� N ��� ��� �! �" �# $ %'& ( 
 ��� ��� � ( * ,- �. F ����������� ��� �>�
$
� (5)

where �ts ������� � , � s �����E��� � and
X N �	� ��� � is a “cap” of radius . .

Figure 1: Actor data: marginal densities of kernel estimates in spherical coordinates
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